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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a method for speech analytics that inte-
grates topic-space based representation into a feed-forward
artificial neural network (FFANN), working as a document
classifier. The proposed method consists in configuring the
FFANN’s topology and in initializing the weights accord-
ing to a previously estimated topic-space. Setup based on
thematic priors is expected to improve the efficiency of the
FFANN’s weight optimization process, while speeding-up the
training process and improving the classification accuracy.
This method is evaluated on a spoken dialogue categorization
task which is composed of customer-agent dialogues from
the call-centre of Paris Public Transportation Company. Re-
sults show the interest of the proposed setup method, with a
gain of more than 4 points in terms of classification accuracy,
compared to the baseline. Moreover, experiments highlight
that performance is weakly dependent to FFANN’s topology
with the LDA-based configuration, in comparison to classical
empirical setup.

Index Terms— Artificial neural network, Latent Dirichlet
allocation, Weights initialization, Hidden layer

1. INTRODUCTION

Numerous speech analytics methods rely on the mapping of
automatic transcriptions into topic spaces obtained by unsu-
pervised analysis of large text corpus, such as latent semantic
analysis (LSA) [1] or latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [2].
This mapping aims at abstracting word-level representations,
that may be impacted by disfluent speech and transcription er-
rors. Speech analytics module operates on these topic spaces,
typically by applying classification or identification methods.
Most of the time, content representation and analysis mod-
ules are independently optimized: representation spaces are
designed to be as expressive and compact as possible, since
analysis module is optimized according to the final-task ob-
jective function. In this work, we propose a holistic approach
where topic-space and analysis-system are jointly optimized.
This method relies on a LDA-based topic models and a feed-
forward artificial neural network (FFANN) whose hidden
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layer is configured according to a pre-estimated LDA-based
topic-space.

Neural networks are now a standard approach for signal
and speech processing, but efficiency is usually obtained by
heavy tuning and learning processes. This difficulty in de-
signing and training efficient FFANN architecture is due to
the fact that training is a stochastic optimization process that
is highly dependent to many factors such as training data dis-
tribution or initial conditions. A crucial point of the learning
process is the choice of the initial configuration (including
weight and topology), which may dramatically affect the
training time [3] as well as the FFANN performance. Many
previous works related to training speed-up consisted in
adapting the momentum and the learning rate [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
Some of them focused on weights and biases initialization,
typically by applying pre-processing based on data analysis
or fast clustering methods [10, 11, 12].

In this paper, we propose a FFANN setup method that is
evaluated in the context of a documents classification task
that involves automatic transcriptions of telephone conver-
sations from the RATP customer care service (Paris Public
Transportation Authority) [13]. Telephone conversations are
a particular case of human-human interaction whose auto-
matic processing raises problems. In particular, the speech
recognition step required to obtain the transcription of the
speech contents may have poor performance, due to unex-
pected speaker’s behavior and large training/test mismatch.
Globally, the speech signal may be strongly impacted by var-
ious sources of variability: environment and channel noises,
acquisition devices, etc.

The theme identification system should deal with prob-
lems related both to recognition errors and to class prox-
imity. To deal with these problems, dialogues are mapped
into a topic space abstracting the ASR outputs. In a classi-
cal scheme, the classification would operate in these topic
spaces. Here, we investigate the impact of our LDA-based
FFANN setup method. Firstly, different features as input
neurons are compared using classical term-frequency and
topic-based features. In addition, we propose to evaluate
different FFANN initialization weights using a classical ini-
tialization with small uniform random values, and using our
original initialization with thematic-based priors.



The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents previous works related to word representation and
FFANN initialization. The basic concepts of FFANN and
the thematic features are described in Section 3. Sections 4
and 5 report experiments and results, before concluding in
Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK

Dialogue classification is a particular case of text categoriza-
tion. Many approaches considered the document as a mixture
of latent topics such as latent semantic analysis (LSA) [14] or
latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [2]. Topic-based methods
have demonstrated their performance on various tasks, such
as sentence [15] or keyword [16] extraction.

In particular, LDA considers that a theme is associated to
each occurrence of a word composing the document, rather
than associate a topic to the complete document. As a result,
topics of a document may change from a word to another one.
However, word occurrences are connected by a latent vari-
able which controls the global match of the distribution of
the topics in the document. These latent topics are character-
ized by a distribution of associated word probabilities. LDA
models generally outperform LSA on Information Retrieval
tasks [17]. In this paper, probabilities of hidden topic fea-
tures, estimated with LDA, are considered for possibly cap-
turing word dependencies expressing the semantic contents
of a given conversation.

Neural networks constitute a classical framework for clas-
sification or prediction tasks. One of the most popular model
is the feed-forward multilayer perceptron, usually trained by
the backpropagation algorithm or one of its numerous varia-
tions [18, 19, 20, 21]. Backpropagation is a gradient-descend
optimization technique that offers fast convergence properties
but which is also highly dependent to the initial conditions,
mainly empirically chosen. This issue was addressed by many
authors in the past. [22] proposed an algorithm in which the
backpropagation process is employed to compute the weights
bounds. Another work determined a range of weights for a
given task [23]. Then, the network has to solve this problem
with integer weights in that range as well as possible. Gen-
erally, most of the methods proposed relied on data analysis,
machine-learning or a priori knowledge [24, 11, 12].

Our proposal is to setup initial FFANN weights and the
hidden layer size according to a topic-space model estimated
by LDA. In this scheme, each cell of the hidden layer repre-
sents a topic, input-hidden layer weights being initialized by
thematic priors. Then, classical back-propagation training is
achieved. This last step may be viewed as a joint optimization
of thematic-layer representation and class discrimination.

3. PROPOSED APPROACH

A feed-forward neural network (FFANN) is composed of
three different components (or layers) as presented in Fig-
ure 1: input layer (x), hidden layer(s) (θ) and output layer
(y). A FFANN containing one hidden layer fully connected
to input and output ones is used in this paper.
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Fig. 1. Example of a FFANN architecture.

The first experiment consists in evaluating the impact
of different features given as input of the FFANN: term-
frequency features and topic-based features, both described
in section 3.2. The number of neurons contained into the
input layer (x) corresponds to the number of features (i.e.
number of words or number of topics). The weights of the
hidden layer (8 neurons=8 classes in the documents cor-
pora) are initialized randomly. The second experiment seeks
to evaluate the impact of the weight initialization, with a
classical random initialization and a new one that uses the
topic-based features. Finally, for both experiments, the num-
ber of neurons composing the output layer is equal to the
number of themes related to the DECODA corpus (i.e. 8 in
our experiments).

3.1. FFANN basic concepts

3.1.1. Activation function

The activation function used during the experiments is the
classical hyperbolic-tangent function:

α(x) =
ex − e−x

ex + e−x
(1)

One can find out more information about transfer functions
in [25].

3.1.2. Feed-forward learning process

The feed-forward algorithm is composed of 3 steps: forward,
learning and update phases.
Forward phase
Let Nl be the number of neurons contained into the layer l



(1 ≤ l ≤ M ) and M the number of layers of the FFANN.
θn,l is the bias of the neuron n (1 ≤ n ≤ Nl) from the layer
l. Given a set of p input patterns xi (1 ≤ i ≤ p) and a set of
labels yi associated to each xi, as described in Figure 1, the
output γn,l of the neuron n from the layer l is given by:

γn,l = α(

Nl−1∑
m=0

wl
nm × γm,l−1) + θn,l

= αn,l (2)

Learning phase
The error e observed between the expected outcome y and the
result of the forward phase γ is then evaluated as follows:

eln = yn − γn,M (3)

for the output layer M , and

eln =

Nl+1∑
m=1

wm,n × δm,l+1 , (4)

for the hidden layer. The gradient δ is computed with:

δn,l = eln × αn,l (5)

Update phase
When errors between the expected outcome and the result are
computed, the weights wl

n,m and the bias θn,l have to be re-
spectively updated to wl?

n,m and θ?n,l:

wl?

n,m = wl
n,m + εδn,l × αn,l (6)

θ?n,l = θn,l + εδn,l . (7)

3.2. FFANN input features from documents

The proposed FFANN setup method is evaluated in the
theme identification task of conversations from the DECODA
project [13]. A FFANN needs a set of features xi as input
and a class (i.e. theme) yi associated to the given dialogue
as output. Two different document representations based on
respectively the classical term-frequency of discriminative
words contained into the document, and a more abstract rep-
resentation based on a LDA topic space, are presented in the
next sections.

3.2.1. Term-frequency features using discriminative terms

A discriminative word subset V of size 166 is composed as
described in [26] and based on TF-IDF-Gini criteria.

Note that a same word t can be present in different themes,
but with different scores depending of its relevance in the
theme.

For each dialogue d, a set of semantic features xd is de-
termined. The kth feature xdk is composed with the number of
occurrences of the word tk (|tk|) in d and the score ∆ of tn in
the discriminative word set V defined as:

xdk = |tk| ×∆(tk) (8)

This set of features is used as the FFANN input. More de-
tails about discriminative term-frequency representation are
in [26].

3.2.2. Topic-based features from a latent Dirichlet allocation

Several techniques, such as Variational Methods [2], Expectation-
propagation [27] or Gibbs Sampling [28], have been proposed
to estimate the parameters describing a LDA hidden space.
The Gibbs Sampling, reported in [28] and detailed in [29],
is used to estimate LDA parameters and to represent a new
dialogue d with the rth topic space of size T . This model ex-
tracts a features set of d from the topic-based representation.
The kth feature is computed as follows:

xdk = θrk,d , (9)

where θrk,d = P (zrk|d) is the probability of topic zrk (1 ≤ k ≤
T) produced by the dialogue d in the rth topic space of size
T .

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1. Dataset

The corpus is a set of human-human telephone conversations
in the customer care service (CCS) of the RATP Paris trans-
portation system. This corpus comes from the DECODA
project [13] and is used to perform experiments on conversa-
tion theme identification. It is composed of 1,242 telephone
conversations, which corresponds to about 74 hours of signal.
The data set was split in 8 categories or themes as described
in Table 1.

Table 1. DECODA dataset.
Class Number of samples
label training development testing

problems of itinerary 145 44 67
lost and found 143 33 63
time schedules 47 7 18

transportation cards 106 24 47
state of the traffic 202 45 90

fares 19 9 11
infractions 47 4 18

special offers 31 9 13
Total 740 175 327

The LIA-Speeral Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR)
system [30] is used to extract textual content of dialogues



from the DECODA corpus. Acoustic model parameters were
estimated from 150 hours of speech in telephone conditions.
The vocabulary contains 5,782 words. A 3-gram language
model (LM) was obtained by adapting a basic LM with the
training set transcriptions. This system reaches an overall
Word Error Rate (WER) of 45.8% on the training set, 59.3%
on the development set, and 58.0% on the test set A “stop
list” of 126 words1 was used to remove unnecessary words
(mainly function words) which results in a Word Error Rate
(WER) of 33.8% on the training, 45.2% on the development,
and 49.5% on the test. These high WER are mainly due to
speech disfluencies and to adverse acoustic environments (for
example, calls from noisy streets with mobile phones).

4.2. Experimental protocol

First experiments, described in Section 5.1, compare two sets
of features for a document using classical term-frequency
based features, described in Section 3.2.1, and topic-based
features from a LDA approach, detailed in Section 3.2.2.
These representations are used as input of the FFANN. This
represents the classical way to train FFANN with document
content features.

The weights w of the hidden layer have to be initialized
(see Figure 1). In a second phase, experiments compare
the classical random weights initialization to our proposed
weights initialization based on thematic priors from a LDA
model.

Experiments are conducted using the automatic transcrip-
tions only (ASR). The FFANNs are learned and tested with
the DECODA corpus (see Table 1). The cross validation
(learning process with training corpus and validation in each
iteration with the development set) is used to find out the best
configuration point (i.e. numbers of iterations).

5. RESULTS

5.1. Comparison of FFANN input features

First experiments aim to define an efficient set of features, that
describes the document content, as an input x of the FFANN.
Section 3.2 details the two considered sets of features: a clas-
sical one based on term-frequency (see Section 3.2.1), and a
more sophisticated and abstract one based on topic-based fea-
tures (see Section 3.2.2).

As presented in Section 3.1, the FFANN considered is
composed with three layers: input (x from a set of term-
frequency or of topic-based features), hidden (1 layer with 8
neurons) and output (number of themes contained in the DE-
CODA corpora= 8) layers. FFANN’s weights are randomly
initialized during these initial experiments for both features
set configurations.

1http://code.google.com/p/stop-words/
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Fig. 2. Theme classification accuracies (%) using various
topic-based representations on the DECODA test set.

The first experiment (term-frequency features) allowed us
to obtain a theme classification accuracy of 75.84% (8 neu-
rons in the hidden layer). The second experiment uses as
an input the topic priors obtained from a LDA. Since the
LDA model configuration may impact the classification per-
formance [31], we propose to evaluate the FFANN perfor-
mance by varying the number of topics. Figure 2 presents the
accuracies obtained with different topic-based features con-
figurations (10 to 100 topics) from LDA algorithm, still with
8 neurons in the hidden layer.

The first remark is that the best accuracy obtained is
77.06% with a possible gain, compared to classical term-
frequency set of features, of 1.22 points. Nonetheless, results
obtained with LDA priors as input are quite unstable, and
vary greatly depending on the number of topics (difference of
77.06 − 62.69 ' 15 points). The next section will then take
advantage of both representations, by using term-frequency
features as input, while initializing the FFANN weights with
LDA topic priors.

5.2. Weights initialization

The previous section has compared, as input of the FFANN,
a term-frequency and a topic-based features set, considering
that hidden-layer weights are randomly initialized. The pur-
pose of the next experiments is to work out the difficult choice
of the FFANN initialization weights by using term-frequency
features as input, while initializing the FFANN hidden-layer
weights with LDA topic priors. This original initialization is
compared to a random one. To do so, two FFANNs are built
with the same architecture: input layer neurons xn are the
term-frequencies of discriminative terms tn composed with
|V| (V = 166 discriminative words, i.e. 166 neurons), the
hidden layer is composed with |T | neurons (|T | = number
of classes contained into the LDA topic space 10 ≤ |T | ≤
100) [26] , while the output layer contains 8 neurons ( ).

The topic-based weights initialization consists in consid-
ering each neuron from the hidden layer as a LDA topic zm.
Then the weights are considered as the LDA topic priors be-



tween the discriminative word tn and the neuron in the hidden
layer zm:

wm,n = P (tn|zm) (10)

Two weights initialization approaches are then compared:
Figure 3 shows accuracies obtained with weights randomly
initialized while Figure 4 presents accuracies obtained with
topic-based weights initialization.
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Fig. 3. Theme classification accuracies (%) on test set us-
ing various number of neurons randomly initialized (hidden
layer).
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Fig. 4. Theme classification accuracies (%) on test set us-
ing various topic model sizes to initialize weights of FFANN
hidden layer with thematic priors.

By comparing these two curves, one can clearly figure
out that the results obtained using the weights initialized with
the topic-based priors outperform those achieved with the
weights randomly initialized, regardless the number of neu-
rons considered in the hidden layer. Indeed, the best accuracy
reaches 74.62% for the random initialization while the topic-
based weights initialization achieves a maximum accuracy of
79.20% (gain = 4.58 points). Finally, the proposed approach
allows us to improve the FFANN using topic-based features
as input with a gain of 79.20 − 77.06 = 2.14% as shown in
Table 2.

Results presented in Figure 4 are also more consistant (the
difference between the minimum and maximum accuracies
reaches 0.6 points) in comparison to the robustness of a neural
network with weights randomly initialized presented in Fig-
ure 3 (difference = 4.9 points). This approach then allows us

to achieve better results than classical random weights initial-
ization, but more importantly, eliminates the difficult choice
of the number of neurons in the hidden layer.

Table 2. Best theme classification accuracies.
Input # neurons #n Accuracy

Word frequency 8 X 75.84
LDA 20 20 77.06

Words + LDA init 20 20 79.20

Figure 5 presents the cross-validation accuracies obtained
with random and topic-based initialization on the devel-
opment set. One can easily point out that the topic-based
weighting approach allows us to achieve better accuracies
(78% and 82% for respectively the random and the topic-
based weights initialization) with a lower number of itera-
tions (356 and 219 iterations for respectively random and
topic-based weights initialization). A gain of 137 iterations is
then observed, which corresponds to a gain of 38.5% in terms
of processing time.
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Fig. 5. Theme classification cross-validation accuracies (%)
on dev. set using random and topic-based weights initializa-
tion.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents an original setup of a feed-forward artifi-
cial neural network (FFANN) using LDA priors. Experiments
have shown the interest of the use of latent variables (topic-
based priors) to initialize the weights of a neural-network dur-
ing a classification task: LDA provides relevant representa-
tion of noisy contents that are, during the training phase, op-
timized according to the task-related objective function. This
method outperforms the standard sequential scheme based on
a first LDA-based representation followed by a FFANN-based
classification process. The gain is about 4 points in terms of
accuracy, while the training time is considerably reduced (the
observed speed gain is about 38% absolute). We plan now to
evaluate this approach using deep neural networks and hierar-
chical topic spaces.
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